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ABSTRACT: 

This study was performed on first year undergraduate students in their preservice secondary school mathematics 

education course (MTMC 101) using a Blended Learning Model (BLM). A BLM is a student-centred course that shapes 

the resources and approaches to the needs of the learner.  

The MTMC (101) course was taught using traditional methods as the main mode of delivery.  We redesign the course 

from a 2D (two dimensional text book level) to a MD (multi-dimensional internet level) to explore students’ 

performance.The students are digitally literate, mobile, flexible and socially collaborative in their learning 

process.Connectivism and Activity Theory frameworks were used in the study.  

A sample of 40 students were taught using Traditional Methods and second group of 40 students using the Blended 

Learning Model.  Both groups were randomly selected. The data was analysed using quantitative and qualitative 

analysis. 

The hypothesis tests and qualitative analysis indicated that Blended learning students performed better in the tasks than 

traditional learning students.  
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INTRODUCTION: 

Historically mathematics education in South Africa poses various levels of difficulty for most students.  The 

majority of students’ wanting to study MTMC 101 course at the School of Education struggle to pass in their 

first attempt.   

The entrance requirement is a minimum pass 50% in the grade 12 National Senior Certificate (NSC) 

examinations. Although many candidates study MTMC 101 results from the last 10 years show that the 

majority of the students having poor conceptual frames in mathematics. 

The focus of this study is on changing the mode of delivery from a 2D (textbook) to a MD (online) mode. The 

key questions for our inquiry are: 

Does the undergraduate mathematics students’ performance improve using a MD learning environment? 

(i) What are the benefits of the MD course to undergraduate mathematics teachers? 

We attempt to attempt to seek answers to these in our research inquiry. 

 

Assumptions of the Research 

Three key assumptions that underpin the research: 

(i)  All students doing the online module have a working knowledge of the online tools necessary to work 

using the Blackboard LMS. 

(ii) All the students have used TLM in previous study of mathematics. 

(iii) Students selected to participate do the Skills and Life Orientation that is fully online. 
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RESEARCH METHOD AND DESIGN: 

Sample and Learning Spaces 

Since the inception of the Bachelor of Education programme at the School of Education, Durban University of 

Technology, the Traditional Learning Models were used. We class this type of teaching as operating in a 2D 

domain.  Students attend lectures and no technology is used for lecture presentations.  Class sizes are large 

and over 170 students are accommodated in flat lecture hall, seated at single desks.  Students use print 

materials and text together with lecturer notes and presentations.  

Two groups of 40 students were randomly selected.  One did the course using TLM and the other group did 

the course completely online. The BLM used the Blackboard (BB) learning management system (LMS) as the 

learning platform.  Access to the online classroom was 24/7 either at the computer laboratories or through free 

Wifi access using laptops or cellphones. 

Characteristics of 2D Learning 

This type of learning uses textbooks, workbooks and worksheets as the main source of learning materials.  

Learning in this mode is linear with the lecturer being the only source of knowledge during the lecture.  

Beyers (2009) describes this as a linear transfer of knowledge. There is little or no communication between 

lecturer and student. Lessons are characterized mainly as one way communication where the lecturer mainly 

dictates the flow of knowledge. 

Characteristics of MD Learning 

This type of learning presents texts and other learning material in electronic form.  It is a student-centered 

(Estes 2004), self-directed (Shaw 1998) approach that requires active student collaboration and participation. 

In this mode students take full responsibility for their learning.  The online platform provides a convenient, 

economic resource for students to master fundamental mathematical concepts through repetition when 

necessary.It provides flexibility Bates (1997) and is place and-time independent Herther(1997).  

Project Design and Methods 

The main data set was the Examination Scripts for the MTMC 101 Final Examinations.  The scoring of both 

sets of examination scripts was done using the official examination marking memorandum.  All scripts were 

subject external moderation.  

This was followed by a qualitative analysis of the scripts of both groups of students. Patterns for similarity and 

improvement in three components Algebra, Trigonometry and Analytical Geometry were observed. 

Students doing the BLM were given a questionnaire to determine the benefits of the online learning. Emerging 

trends were discussed. 

 

FINDINGS: 

Activity Theory: 

Activity Theory uses a unit of analysis as an Activity System.In this project there are two Activity Systems: 

TLM and BLM.  Both systems share a common community (lecturer and MTMC 101 student group) and 

object (problem space).  The tools (learning strategies) and rules (norms) and division of labour components 

are different. The key difference is the way in which transformation of object to the outcome occurs in each 

mode of delivery. 

Community:  The community also informs student experience in mathematics at the University through their 

participation in primary schooling, secondary school and their current experience at University.  

Object:  The problem space is the concepts and applications students are required to learn in order to develop 

the necessary skills to teach mathematics at secondary schools.  The object is experienced differently by the 

TLM group and the BLM group. 

Tools:  In the TLM everything is in a 2D experience.  The BLM provides a MD experience. 
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Table 1 shows the activity system for the TLM and BLM: 

Activity System 

Component 

TLM BLM 

Community Lecturer and MTMC 101 group Lecturer and MTMC 101 group 

Object Concepts and applications of MTMC 101 

course 

Concepts and applications of MTMC 

101 course 

Tools Text, Lecture presentations 2D 

environment 

Blackboard Tools 

MD environment 

Rules Attendance at lectures; time table; 

students rule book 

No lectures; 

Students rule book 

Division of labour Lecture responsibility and student 

responsibility 

Mainly student responsibility 

Table 1:  Activity System  for TLM and BLM learning Models 

 

Rules:  Student Rule Book guides both groups.  The TLM have to obey the time table for lectures.  The BLM 

group can work anywhere where there is internet access and at any time. 

Division of labour:  In the TLM much of the interactions are lecturer dependent.  In the BLM students take 

full responsibility for interaction with course work. 

The learning styles of the students using the technology available influence the way in which students want to 

interact with learning material technology.  The majority of the students prefer using electronic devices to 

support their learning.  Geer & Sweeney (2012) found that “technologies can make concepts easier to 

understand, more enjoyable, more professional looking as well as providing an incredible resource by way of 

the Internet”.  

Those that had access to the online classrooms had an additional advantage of being able to communicate with 

fellow students on- line and they did not have to wait for the lecturer to assist them with any specific problem. 

BLM students commented that “sending emails are free and we can get answers quickly too”. 

TLM students had to wait for the scheduled tutorial to attend to queries. They remarked “the allocated tutorial 

time was too short”  and  “It would better to have more tutorial sessions than lectures”. 

 

Connectivism: 

In order for students to makes connections with existing and new knowledge the facilitator acts as the 

stimulant in the act of learning.  If we view knowledge as being distributed across a network of connections 

Downes (2007) and learning as residing in non-human appliances Siemens (2005), then students have capacity 

to find and apply knowledge Anderson &Dron (2011). 

The Principles of ConnectismSiemens (2005) focus on knowledge construction due to a diversity of opinions. 

The process of learning may be found in non-human appliances like the web and it can be achieved by 

connecting to information sources. The capacity to know more is more important than what is currently 

known. Connectivist learning activities lean towards current and up-to-date knowledge and promote decision 

making as a learning process. 

A survey of the BLM student access to the Online Classroom is given in the table below: 

On Campus Off Campus Laptop Cellphone Desktop 

25 15 8 3 29 

The majority of the students accessed the classroom on campus using desktops available in the open access 

computer laboratories. The open access laboratories are available 24/7 and technical support is available. 
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Student experienced a new way of displaying the course material all in electronic format and different type of 

activities which could be he opened simultaneously for easy reference and checking progress.  The main 

feature of was ease of communication with students and the lecturer. 

About the benefits of the online classroom, questions adapted from Chen et al (2015) , a 5 point Likert Scale  

from strongly disagree to strongly agree was used and the following results were obtained: 

 Easy access to course (88 %) 

 Easy communication with other students (86%) 

 Better understanding of concepts and applications (68%) 

 Improves my study habit (73%) 

 Motivates me to do my work (74%) 

 Increases my knowledge of this course (66%) 

 Still prefer TLM (13%) 

 Algebra Modules presented well (82%) 

 Trigonometry Modules presented well (80%) 

 Analytical Geometry Modules presented well (81%) 

Students have indicated that the majority of the students preferred this type of learning.  

Comparing the performance in the final examinations shows that the BLM group performed better. Diagnostic 

analysis, for each of the components in the examination, indicate that both groups performed poorly in the 

Trigonometry sections. 

Component Percentage Pass TLM Group BLM Group 

Algebra 60% 21 (53%) 27 (68%) 

Trigonometry 44% 15 (38%) 20 (50%) 

Analytical 

Geometry 

58% 23 (58%) 23 (58%) 

 

CONCLUSION: 

A rethink of how we teach mathematics to undergraduate preservice students is necessary.  Currently the trend 

is that both university students and school students spend more time using electronic gadgets and are 

motivated to use technology as a teaching, learning and assessment medium. 

Using a MD learning environment builds interest and motivates students to take responsibility for their 

learning. The study shows that students prefer using electronic means to access course materials and are 

motivated to engage and improve their learning through collaboration. 

At the Durban University of Technology, a supportive climate has been created for the transition from 2D to 

MD teaching and learning and assessment.  This transformation in teaching and learning mathematics will 

decrease drop-out rates and improve through put especially in first year undergraduate mathematics. 

The quality of the learning experience will also contribute to improved metal frames in mathematical concepts 

necessary for teaching mathematics at secondary schools. 
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